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ABSTRACT

I present a novel method to define the penetration volume between a sur-
face point cloud and arbitrary 3D CAD objects. Moreover, I have devel-
oped a massively-parallel algorithm to compute this penetration measure
e�ciently on the GPU. The main idea is to represent the CAD object’s
volume by an inner bounding volume hierarchy while the point cloud does
not require any additional data structures. Consequently, my algorithm
is well suited for streaming point clouds that can be gathered online via
depth sensors like the Kinect. I have tested our algorithm in several de-
manding scenarios and our results show that our algorithm is fast enough
to be applied to 6-DOF haptic rendering while computing continuous
forces and torques.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Ich stelle eine neuartige Methode zur Feststellung des Eindringvolumens
zwischen einer einfachen Punktwolke und beliebigen 3D CAD Objek-
ten vor. Außerdem habe ich einen massiv-parallele Algorithmus zur
e�zienten Berechnung dieses Eindringmaßes auf der GPU entwickelt.
Die Kernidee ist, dass man das Volumen des 3D CAD Objekts durch
eine Bounding Volume Hierarchie die das Objekt von inner annähert,
während für die Punktwolke keine weitere Datenstruktur gebraucht wird.
Folglich ist mein Algorithmus gut geeignet für wechselende Punktwolken
welche man in Echtzeit von einer Tiefenbildkamera wie der Kinect ausle-
sen kann. Ich habe meinen Algorithmus in verschiedenen anspruchsvollen
Szenarien getestet und die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass mein Algorithmus
schnell genug ist für 6-DOF haptisches Rendern und liefert zugleich
stetige Kräfte und Drehmomente.
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1
INTRODUCTION

Collision detection is a fundamental problem that arises in all tasks in-
volving the simulated motion of objects that are not allowed to penetrate
each other. For instance, it is necessary for interactive physically-based
simulations that are widely used in computer graphics and VR, but also
in robotics or the simulation of molecular dynamics. Usually the virtual
objects are represented by an abstract geometric model like a triangle
mesh of the surface or mathematical functions like non-uniform rational
B-spline. In addition of �nding collisions between such object represen-
tations, we also have to resolve them in a physically plausible way. Espe-
cially in time critical real-time simulations, e.g. when haptic interaction
is included, we typically use a penalty-based approach for this collision
handling. This means, we allow a small interpenetration of the objects
and apply an appropriate force and torque to separate them in the next
simulation step.
Obviously, resolving such a situation requires additional information

about the amount of interpenetration. Basically, there exist three kinds of
contact information for resolving collisions: We can try to find the exact
time of impact between two consecutive simulation steps. This is com-
putationally very expensive. Or we can define a minimum translational
vector to separate the objects. This is also hard to compute and even
worse, it may lead to discontinuities in case of heavy interpenetrations.
Finally, we can use the complete penetration volume. This penetration mea-
sure has been called ”the most complicated yet accurate method” [15] to
define the extend of interpenetration for a pair of objects.
While general collision detection has been a research topic since more

than three decades, the first algorithms to compute the penetration vol-
ume for arbitrary CAD objects were developed just a few years ago [13], [56].
However, they support only collision detection between pairs of water-
tight 3D CAD objects that must have a certain volume. Actually, today
virtual environments do not only consist of watertight volumetric objects.
Often they contain two-dimensional parts, like thin sheets in virtual pro-
totyping tasks of the automotive industry, or even dimensionless points
that form a point cloud. Such point cloud data often appears in case of
tracking data, e.g. from body trackers relying on depth sensors like the
Kinect or hand tracking devices like the Leap Motion. Collision detec-
tion with such tracking data is crucial because normally we add it to a
scene to apply interactions with other objects in the virtual environment.
Obviously, we could reconstruct 3D meshes from the point cloud data

and then apply the aforementioned collision detection techniques. Un-
fortunately, mesh reconstruction is time consuming [41] and moreover,
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2 introduction

the collision detection methods often require additional time consuming
pre-processing that can be hardly performed in real time.
In this thesis, I present a novel method for collision detection between

virtual environments that are modelled by arbitrary 3D CAD objects and
unstructured point cloud data. The only pre-condition is that the CAD
models have to be watertight and that the points in the point cloud rep-
resent a surface and have consistent normal information.
In detail, I contribute the following novel ideas to the field of collision

detection:

• A volumetric penetration measure for point clouds and CAD mod-
els.

• A massively-parallel algorithm that computes this penetration vol-
ume e�ciently on the GPU.

• A novel penalty-based collision response method relying on the
volumetric intersection data that computes continuous forces as
well as torques for full 6-DOF phyiscally-based simulations.

The main idea is to represent the volume of the CAD object by sim-
ple volumetric primitives and distinguish between parts of those prim-
itives that are inside and outside of the point cloud, based on normal
information. To do that, I use, similar to the inner sphere trees (ISTs)
described in [56], a polydisperse sphere packing for the CAD object. Ad-
ditionally, I compute a neighborhood graph to identify spheres that are
completely located inside the point cloud. The application of traditional
data structures for CAD vs CAD collision detection, like ISTs, has several
advantages: First, the re-usage of well known technology simplifies the
implementation and reduces errors and second, it is straight forward to
add multiple CAD objects to the same scene that can interact with each
other in a physically-plausible way, without the need to maintain di�erent
data structures for CAD vs CAD and CAD vs pointcloud tests.
My algorithm is easy to implement and handles multiple contacts au-

tomatically in a physically plausible way. The results show that my algo-
rithm can perform collision queries at haptic rates for reasonable point
cloud sizes. As a use case I present the application of my algorithm to
6-DOF haptic rendering for streaming point clouds that are gathered live
via a Kinect. To do that, I additionally present a novel method for an
online pre-filtering of the point cloud and a new approach to handle gaps
produced by large di�erences in the depth values.



2
PREV IOUS WORK

Haptic rendering often incorporates multiple tasks to o�er a complete
solution. I will outline the di�erent tasks at hand and give a brief overview
of the state-of-art.

2.1 collision detection

The topic of collision detection is an essential part in most interactive sim-
ulations and computer graphics and it has been extensively researched
in the literature. Usually, 3D objects in these scenarios are represented
by polygonal meshes. Hence, most work on collision detection has been
spent to accelerate queries for this kind of object representation. Of-
ten, some kind of bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) is used in order
to early prune parts of the geometry that can not collide. Such hierar-
chies have been described for di�erent bounding volumes that all have
their unique strengths and weaknesses, including axis aligned bounding
boxes (AABBs) [5], orientated bounding boxes [16], spheres [22] or dis-
crete oriented polytopes [66].

2.1.1 Parallelization of Collision Detection

All these approaches were designed for sequential processors. Implemen-
tations that use parallel CPU instructions like OpenMP [67] or SSE give
considerable speedups of around 2.7 compared to sequential algorithms,
but there is more potential in modern GPUs. For triangle mesh represen-
tations there already exist a few approaches that make use of massively
parallel processing of GPUs. For example [25] used the graphics card for
collision detection between multiple objects with a single common object.
Lauterbach et al. [33] implemented a distance computation using OBB
trees on the GPU. Some methods have been described that do not require
BVHs: for instance Faure et al. [13] used layered depth images, Mainzer
and Zachmann [39] proposed a parallel sweep-and-prune approach and
Weller et al. [55] showed an approach that is based on hierarchical grids.

[65] introduce p -partitioned fronts, which help to simplify load balanc-
ing for parallel collision detection implementations between two BVHs.
Recently, neural networks have been used to achieve fixed time collision
detection between two polyhedra [26].
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2.1.2 Collision Detection on Point Clouds

Compared to mesh representations, the literature on collision detection
for point clouds is relatively sparse. One of the first approaches to detect
collision between point clouds was developed by [29]. They use a BVH
in combination with a sphere covering of parts of the surface. [30] pro-
posed an interpolation search approach of the two implicit functions in a
proximity graph in combination with randomized sampling. [12] support
only collisions between a single point probe and a point cloud. For this,
they fill the gaps surrounding the points with AABBs and use an octree
for further acceleration. [14] used R-trees, a hierarchical data structure
that stores geometric objects with intervals in several dimensions [18], in
combination with a grid for the broad phase. [44] described a stochastic
traversal of a bounding volume hierarchy. By using machine learning
techniques, their approach is also able to handle noisy point clouds.
Another approach is approximating the point cloud by a set of axis-

aligned cubes, called a collision map [46, 69].

2.1.3 Inner Sphere Trees Datastructure

Inner sphere trees are an object representation to have a close approxima-
tion to the ground truth for geometric queries, such as collisions [60] or
haptic rendering [58]. The big di�erence to other approximations is that
the volume is approximated from the inside instead of from the outside.
I will use an algorithm that is similar to one I presented in [24] to regis-

ter collisions between point clouds and inner sphere trees in a massively-
parallel fashion on a GPU. However, since I have no use for measuring
proximity, I will be using a simplified version of the algorithm. I just need
a boolean collision detection, so the computation will be a lot faster in
the uninteresting case of no collision, but otherwise the computational
times will be comparable.

2.2 penetration depth

Penetration depth is the measurement of how far two objects are collid-
ing with each other and can be segmented in two categories, translation
penetration depth (PDt ) and generalized penetration depth (PDg ).

2.2.1 Translational Penetration Depth

PDt describes the magnitude of the minimal translation of one of the
objects that resolves the collision between the two objects. The concept
was introduced by [4], which shows algorithms for calculating the PDt

between two convex primitives using Minkowski sum. There have been
many improvements published after that, mostly on more general data
structures.
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A translational solution is of course only useful for translational haptic
rendering like 3-DOF, whereas 6-DOF requires torques to be calculated
as well. Although there are ways to combine multiple translational results
to approximate the rotational part [36], they do not o�er accurate results.

2.2.2 Generalized Penetration Depth

PDg is the generalized penetration depth, measuring the minimal trans-
formation applied to one of the two colliding objects to resolve the col-
lision. The metric to compare the trajectory of general transformations
has to formulated by some metric, like [62, 63].
[64] introduced the concept by solving PDg between two polyhedral

models.

2.3 surface estimation

The topic of surface estimation has been researched for a long time, even
before range scanning cameras were common tools.
[21] first introduced the least-squares approach to estimate normals at

a specific point by looking at it’s neighbour points. Like here, the applica-
tion often does not require real-time ready computations. In robotics [38]
for example you can scan the whole environment that will be traversed
and compute the surface for the composition of all scans. So their fo-
cus is mostly on quality and computation times often are in the order
of seconds to analyze one point cloud [7, 40, 54], some don’t mention
computation times at all [37, 43].

2.3.1 Voronoi-Based Estimation

Visualization of point clouds is another application where most algo-
rithms are some form of Voronoi-based or Delauny-triangulation method [1,
2, 10, 50]. [9] compares multiple of approaches that fall into this category
with approaches that use least-squares based methods, which are shown
to be considerably faster, more accurate, but less reliable under noise.
Voronoi-based algorithms are geared more towards use-cases with static
scenes, where quality is significantly more important than speed.
One of the reasons these solutions take so much time is that they oper-

ate on unorganized point clouds. However, in this work I will be using a
Kinect to generate point clouds, so I will take advantage of the fact that
they are organized point clouds, simplifying the surface estimation.

2.3.2 Estimation Based on Covariance Matrices

There have also been studies on simpler and therefore faster algorithms
that are more fit my use case. For example [53] compares the accuracy
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of several very basic approaches. Most of the simpler approaches use
principal component analysis (PCA) to fit a plane through a neighbour-
hood of points [3, 20, 53]. [23] compares various modifications of PCA,
singular value decomposition (SVD) and similar algorithms under dif-
ferent circumstances in detail, which shows plane fitting via PCA with
normalization to be most accurate and fastest on average. [28] illustrates
and compares di�erent approaches in artificial and real point clouds.
I will be using a simplified version of plane fitting via PCA in my im-

plementation.

2.3.3 Estimation by Averaging Triangles

[28] also include another category of estimation methods that are based
on averaging triangles formed by neighbouring points. This type of tech-
nqiue is also utilized in [6]. [28] comes to the conclusion that they o�er
less quality normals, especially under noisier data, so they are not fit for
my use-case. Their experiments show results similar to [23], which are
that plane fitting via PCA & SVD to be most accurate and fastest.
Other simpler approaches are based on calculating the crossproduct of

tangential vectors on the point that is being analyzed, most prominently
used in robotics in unknown terrain [19, 20, 32].

2.4 haptic rendering

Haptic rendering is a notion that describes a complete solution to per-
form haptic rendering, which includes solution to the problems previously
mentioned in this chapter.
Haptic rendering solutions are either penalty-based or constraint-based.

Penalty-based algorithms continuously check how far the virtual tool has
penetrated the environment and calculates an appropriate penalty which
is then applied to the physical haptic device. These algorithms are usu-
ally easier to implement but have trouble with the virtual tool popping
through thin parts of the environment.
Constraint based algorithms usually use some form of virtual-coupling,

which means there is an additional virtual object in the scene which can’t
penetrate objects. All the movement of the haptic device is applied to
the virtual object, but under the mentioned constraint. To calculate the
output force to be applied to the haptic device, a virtual spring is span
from the haptic device position to the virtual object.

2.4.1 Three Degrees of Freedom

This topic has been well-explored, the most notable approaches are the
constraint-based god-object [68] and proxy-method [45], both operate on
environments in polygonal data.
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[11] introduce an algorithm to perform haptic rendering on an unorga-
nized point cloud by pre-computing knowledge about their neighbouring
points into each point. [34] construct an implicit surface by defining meta-
balls at each point in the point cloud, resulting in a smooth surface. Both
of these have pre-computation times of about a second, so are not fit to
work on changing point clouds in real-time.
Another approach pre-computes a regular grid over the point cloud [51].

This enables very fast neighbourhood searches, but again will only be fea-
sible for static scenes.
There are also approaches that operates directly on live-streaming

point clouds from devices like a Kinect. [47, 49] extend the classic proxy-
method from [45] to work on changing point clouds retrieved from a
Kinect by fitting a plane through all points that are inside the spherical
proxy, similarly to [31, 51].

2.4.2 Six Degrees of Freedom

One of the early real-time capable solution here was [42], which voxelized
the virtual tool and represented the environment as point shells with
inwards facing normals. The environment point shells are transformed
by the inverse orientation of the virtual tool, but in itself is static.
There have been di�erent solutions to 6-DOF haptic rendering on static

scenes since [8, 17, 27, 36], however the field is not as well explored 3-
DOF haptic rendering, because of the increased complexity.
Solutions that work on point clouds also exist already. [35] expand on

the meta-ball algorithm from [34] to allow for 6-DOF haptic rendering of
a static scene with the robot’s gripper as the virtual tool.
[49] started by extending the classic proxy-method to work on stream-

ing point clouds, but in this first version they supported only 3-DOF
haptic rendering because the haptic probe was represented by a single
point. The same author later introduced a method for 6-DOF haptic ren-
dering on streaming point clouds [48]. This is the closest publication to
what I want to achieve, however for slightly di�erent data representations.
They rely on the classic VPS algorithm The running time are dependent
on the number of points in the pointshell.
Most implementations are available only for the CPU and hence, the

number of supported points in the pointshell is restricted. Moreover,
none of these extensions was able to overcome the huge memory-footprint
of the voxmap and the need for di�erent data structures for moving and
fixed objects. Additionally, the resulting forces and torques are very noisy
[61].
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Figure 3.1: My haptic rendering pipeline.

3.1 challenge

As previously mentioned, haptic rendering includes multiple subtasks
that need to be performed. I illustrated an overview of these subtasks of
my application in Figure 3.1 in the form of a pipeline.

3.1.1 Inner Sphere Trees

One of the datastructures I deploy are inner sphere trees (ISTs) intro-
duced in [57] for the representation of the virtual tool. I included one
example inner sphere tree construction with its bounding volume hierar-
chy of the Stanford bunny in Figure 3.2.
ISTs are poly-disperse sphere packings of the CAD model, which can

be generated by the Protosphere algorithm [59]. This algorithm produces
space-filling sphere packings for almost any 3D object representation, in-
cluding polygonal meshes, CSG and NURBS. The virtual tool is assumed
to be rigid, so it su�ces to pre-compute an IST once with the desired pre-
cision.

3.2 volumetric penetration measure

The core issue and contribution of my work is the design of a volumetric
penetration measure between point clouds and 3D CAD models approx-
imated by ISTs. The CAD model that is used as a virtual tool is required
to be water-tight and additionally, each point in the point cloud needs to
have a corresponding normal point towards the outside of the approxi-
mated environment. Many depth sensors provide these normals automat-
ically. However, the Kinect does not provide them, so we calculate our
own surface approximation as I later describe in section 3.4.

9



10 concept

(a) The original mesh as
ground truth.

(b) The sphere packing
that represents the
volume.

(c) The bounding volume
hierarchy to accelerate
the traversal.

Figure 3.2: Polygonal mesh and it’s IST representation.

A point cloud that intersects an inner sphere tree basically divides the
spheres into three di�erent parts:

• Boundary: Spheres that are intersected by at least one point.

• Outside: Spheres that are outside of the implicit surface generated
by the point cloud.

• Inside: Spheres that are located completely inside the point cloud
surface.

The penetration volume consists of the volume of all inside spheres and
the inside part of all boundary spheres. In case of a single intersecting
point in a boundary sphere, the intersection volume is simply the spher-
ical cap defined by the plane consisting of the point p, its normal n and
the boundary sphere s with radius r . The volume of the spherical cap is
given by

V =
1
3
πh2(3r − h) (3.1)

where h is the height of the spherical cap, i.e. h = r − d with d being the
distance of the plane to the center c of s given by

d = n̂ × (c − p) (3.2)

The actual algorithm has to consider several other cases, which is why I
define it in its completeness in Algorithm 3.1. Unfortunately, this creates a
possible place where some discontinuity is introduced. Since in the worst
case a point can enter a sphere from the backside, e�ectively adding
almost all of the sphere’s volume to the penetration volume. I did not
solve this problem yet, but have come up with an idea that counteracts it.
However, I did not implement this yet, so no experiments will be given
to verify this proposal.
In order to avoid discontinuities that may appear from the previously

mentioned single point that enters a sphere and directly adds the com-
plete intersection volumeVcap , we add a weighting factorw that takes the
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Algorithm 3.1: intersectedVolume(s Sphere, p Point, ®n Normal)

1: cs ← center of s
2: rs ← radius of s
3: d ← ®n · cs − (®n · p)
4: if |d | < rs then
5: h ← r − d
6: return 1

3πh
2(3r − h)

7: if d ≥ 0 then
8: return 0 // Sphere completely in-front of plane

9: return 4r 3π
3 // Sphere completely behind plane

distance of the point to the center into account dp = |p − c |. Moreover, we
have to consider, whether the point enters an inside or an outside sphere.
In case of outside spheres, we simply set wout = dp/r , in case of inside
spheres as win = r − dp/r . We switch w between wout and win in case
that woutV = 1 −winV and the points switched between the respective
hemisphere.
In case that several points pi and their normals ni with i ∈ {1, ...,N } hit

the same boundary sphere, we simply compute the normalized average
point ps of all points pi and the corresponding averaged normal ns as

ps =

N∑
i=0
pi

N
ns =

N∑
i=0
ni

N
(3.3)

We can then substitute p for ps and n for ns in Equation 3.2 to approx-
imate the total penetration volume of s as described in Algorithm 3.1.

3.2.1 Boundary Spheres Collision Detection

This task is closely related to traditional collision detection methods.
Hence, I use a very similar approach. In a pre-processing step I com-
pute a sphere packing as previously mentioned.
However, I additionally create a wrapped Inner Sphere Tree hierarchy

based on this sphere packing to accelerate collision queries, similar to
[56] (see Figure 3.2c). I use a typical recursive traversal scheme to find
the boundary spheres (see Algorithm 3.2). This can be easily performed
for all spheres in parallel. A similar approach has been used for distance
computations between CAD objects and point clouds in [24].
Obviously, in addition to simply marking the spheres we can directly

sum up the collided points and normals per sphere (as described in Equa-
tion 3.3), which are required for later collision response calculations.
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Algorithm 3.2: traverseIST(s Sphere, p Point)

1: if s is leaf then
2: mark s as boundary sphere

3: forall children s j of s do
4: if p inside s j then
5: traverseIST(s j , pi )

3.2.2 Inside Spheres via Brute Force

After determining the boundary spheres while performing collision de-
tection, the next step is to determine inside spheres. Outside spheres do
not need to be explicitly identified, since they have no e�ect on the total
penetration volume in any case.
The simplest approach to identify inside spheres and compute their

respect penetration volumes is a brute force substitution approach. The
only di�erence between boundary spheres to all other spheres is that they
collided with one or more points, meaning they have collision informa-
tion which enables us to compute an exact penetration volume. The goal
of my brute force approach is to substitute the missing collision informa-
tion by borrowing it from suitable boundary spheres.
In Algorithm 3.3, I outline the basic principle. We initialize the global

total sums with zeros and start a massively-parallel array of threads, one
for each leaf sphere in the inner sphere tree. Now we have two basic
cases, either the sphere is a boundary sphere, so it has a collision plane
from which we simply calculate the penetration volume. In the other case,
the sphere has no collision plane, which we substitute by iterating over
all available boundary spheres and calculating the penetration volume
with regards to every of those boundary spheres’ collision plane. We
calculate the overall average of those, weighted by their priority in regards
to the current sphere. Afterwards, we normalize the weighted average
and add it to the global sum. There is no need for explicitly storing the
penetration volume, since it will automatically be the magnitude of the
force vector.

3.2.2.1 Simpli�cation

One simplified variant of this algorithm that I tested was to substitute
missing collision information only with the most fitting boundary sphere
instead of taking the weighted average. One still has to iterate over all
possible boundary spheres and calculate the priority to them, however
the more time intensive computations would only have to be done once.
I described the whole procedure in Algorithm 3.4.
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Algorithm 3.3: volumeBFSub(I Inner Sphere Tree)

1: Ftotal ← (0, 0, 0)T
2: τtotal ← (0, 0, 0)T
3: CI ← center of mass of I
4: forall Leaf Sphere s ∈ I do in parallel
5: if s is Boundary Sphere then
6: ps ← averaged collision point of s
7: ®ns ← averaged collision normal of s
8: V ← intersectedVolume(s , ps , ®ns )
9: F ← ®nsV

10: τ ← F × (ps −CI )
11: Ftotal ←* Ftotal + F
12: τtotal ←* τtotal + τ

13: else
14: Fs ′ ← (0, 0, 0)T
15: τs ′ ← (0, 0, 0)T
16: wdenom ← 0
17: forall Leaf Sphere s ′ in Boundary of I do
18: w ← priority† of s ′ in relation to s
19: V ← intersectedVolume(s ′, ps ′, ®ns ′)
20: F ← ®ns ′V
21: τ ← F × (ps ′ −CI )
22: Fs ′ ← Fs ′ +wF
23: τs ′ ← τs ′ +wτ
24: wdenom ← wdenom +w

25: if wdenom , 0 then
26: Ftotal ←* Ftotal + Fs ′/wdenom

27: τtotal ←* τtotal + τs ′/wdenom

*Atomic add, since this is a concurrency hazard because Ftotal and Ftotal are global
variables.
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Algorithm 3.4: volumeBFSubSimple(I Inner Sphere Tree)

1: Ftotal ← (0, 0, 0)T
2: τtotal ← (0, 0, 0)T
3: CI ← center of mass of I
4: forall Leaf Sphere s ∈ I do in parallel
5: wbest ← −∞
6: sbest ← nil
7: forall Leaf Sphere s ′ in Boundary of I do
8: w ← 0
9: if s = s ′ then w ←∞‡

10: else w ← priority† of s ′ in relation to s
11: if w > wbest then
12: wbest ← w
13: sbest ← s ′

14: psbest ← averaged collision point of sbest
15: ®nsbest ← averaged collision normal of sbest
16: V ← intersectedVolume(s ′, psbest , ®nsbest)
17: F ←V ®nsbest
18: τ ← F × (psbest −CI )
19: Ftotal

+←−−* F
20: τtotal

+←−−* τ

*Atomic add, since this is a concurrency hazard because Ftotal and Ftotal are global
variables.

I compared both approaches by evaluating the same recorded haptic
movement and Kinect environment with both approaches.
As expected, the computation time is reduced drastically, a speedup of

about 1.7 on average is achieved (see Figure 3.3). This can be explained
firstly by the reduced divergence, since we do not have to tread boundary
spheres explicitly di�erent, instead they are just assigned the maximum
priority, which is a huge benefit for the GPU’s SIMD architecture. An-
other reason is the reduction in memory accesses, since we do not need
to read as much data on every single sphere, just the best fitting one.
Global memory writes are as well reduced, to one instance of several
writes instead of an instance of writes per boundary sphere.
Surprisingly, I also found that in some scenarios, the simplified ap-

proach produces smoother force feedback behaviour. The resulting force
feedback of both approaches can be seen in Figure 3.4 when using inverse
linear distance as priority. The simplified brute force produces notice-
ably smoother feedback, with less discontinuous spikes. Whereas with
collision count as priority (see Figure 3.5), the more expensive weighted
average brute force approach shows visibly better quality with none of the
errors the simplified version shows. Overall though, the more expensive
weighted average brute force produces better results in most cases.
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Figure 3.3: Interaction scenario with a realistic point cloud to compare com-
putational complexity of both algorithms. The simplified variant is
significantly faster with a speedup of about 1.7.
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(a) Weighted Average Brute Force. Several noticeable spikes that deviate from
the general path.
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(b) Simplified Brute Force. Irregular spikes that are shown on the weighted
average brute force are missing or signifcantly less pronounced here.

Figure 3.4: Haptic feedback quality comparison of the same run evaluated with
the Brute Force and the Simplified Brute Force method. Priority
chosen as inverse linear distance between spheres.
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(a) Weighted Average Brute Force. This priority choice is generally more noise,
because it does not take into account the relation of non-boundary spheres
to the boundary spheres they are weighted by. Instead, every non-boundary
sphere will weight the same boundary sphere exactly the same.
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(b) Simplified Brute Force. Severe errors are visible, multiple spikes from the
general path that no other evaluation method shows. This priority is ex-
tremely ill-fitting for the simplification, since this essentially means every
non-boundary sphere will use the collision plane of the same single bound-
ary sphere with the most collisions to substitute their missing collision data.

Figure 3.5: Haptic feedback quality comparison of the same run evaluated with
the Brute Force and the Simplified Brute Force method. Priority
chosen as collision count of the boundary sphere.
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3.2.3 Inside Spheres via Leaf-Graph

I also developed an alternative, graph-based algorithm to find inside
spheres, that takes into consideration the physical connection between
the individual spheres as presentations of volume. The brute force ap-
proaches check against any possible sphere that is in the boundary, this
can lead to incorrect penetration volumes in some however uncommon
cases. For example when the virtual tool is penetrating a point cloud at
an edge where part of the virtual tool is lying in a gap in-between points
(see Figure 3.6a). When I used the graph traversal to determine the in-
side spheres, I got the result shown in Figure 3.6b. It is arguable if this is
the perfect solution, however I think it is at least much better, since the
mannequin’s point cloud would continue on that side, if it was actually
that large as the inside volume seen in Figure 3.6a suggests.

3.3 leaf-graph

3.3.1 Construction

We construct the leaf-graph by creating a connected graph over all the
leaves of the inner sphere tree. However, I came to the conclusion that
we should not intend to construct a minimal graph. Instead, the graph
should represent the physical connectivity of the object’s volume as close
as possible. If we were to construct a minimal graph, we might leave
out edges in cases where a sphere has multiple very close neighbors. In
Figure 3.7, I included a simplified sketch to illustrate the construction
process.
The procedure will be explained in the following. Given is an arbitrary

object with a sphere packing of some level of precision. First, we connect
the spheres that have a touching contact. Touching contact is however
hard to clearly define. Typically, one would solve this with a simple dis-
tance test against a suitably small ε. When it is unclear in what scale the
inner sphere tree exists, the choice of this ε is not as trivial as choosing
a static value. I defined touching contact as any distance that is smaller
than the diameter of the smallest sphere. This does not guarantee a
touching contact in the physical sense. It does however guarantee that
we do not have an edge that penetrates another sphere, which would be
equivalent to skipping physical volume by taking this edge in traversal.
Unfortunately, the inner sphere trees created by the Protosphere algo-
rithm are not always connected. Hence, we then continuously insert the
shortest bridge of all possible bridges until the graph is 1-connected.
You can see such a leaf-graph for a sphere packing with low resolution

of the Stanford bunny in Figure 3.8. A large sphere will typically have
many edges because it is near to many other spheres. For us, it is unclear
if this is a desirable property or not. It might be worth experimenting
with setting a maximum sphere radius when creating the sphere packing.
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(a) Brute force detection of inside spheres (blue filled spheres). An unconnected
part of the spiral is found to be inside.

(b) Leaf-graph detection of inside spheres. Any part of the spiral that is not
connected to the collided part is not found to be inside.

Figure 3.6: Di�cult arrangement of the virtual tool inside the point cloud, as
part of it is not contacting any points. The point cloud is a real
recording of a mannequin by a Microsoft Kinect.
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(a) The scenario: An arbitrary object
that has a sphere packing. Unfilled
space and gaps between spheres are
exagerrated for simplicity and to
make the problem more obvious.
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(b) All spheres that are touching, mean-
ing their distance is extremely small,
we connect with an edge.
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(c) Next we repeatedly insert the short-
est possible bridge until the graph
is connected. Here, sphere 1 and
2 had the shortest distance between
them while still being from di�erent
connected components.
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(d) The finished leaf-graph with all con-
nected components being merged
to one. The bridges between
spheres 1 and 5 and 4 and 11 were
inserted.

Figure 3.7: Leaf-graph creation procedure for a simple scenario.
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(a) The original mesh. (b) Leaf-graph. Edges with the same
color are incident.

Figure 3.8: Low-resolution sphere packing of the Stanford bunny.

3.3.1.1 Auxiliary Physics Precomputations

In order to calculate plausible torques we need to precompute physics
properties of the given inner sphere tree. Firstly, we need the IST’s center
of mass in order to process individual forces at each collision point. If
we have an inner sphere tree I, then the center of mass is given by

CI =

∑
Leaf spheres s ∈I

cs (4/3πr 3s )∑
Leaf sphere s ′∈I

4/3πr 3s ′
(3.4)

where cs and rs are the center and radius of s , and rs ′ is the radius of s ′.
Additionally, we need to compute an inertia tensor that represents the

inner sphere tree’s distribution of volume accurately. First, we calculate
the inertia tensor for each sphere s with mass ms and radius rs locally:

Is =


2
5ms r

2
s 0 0

0 2
5ms r

2
s 0

0 0 2
5ms r

2
s

 (3.5)

Then, we use the parallel axis theorem to transform the local inertia
tensors to be relative to the IST’s center of mass:

II =
∑

Leaf spheres s ∈I
Is +ms


R2
y +R

2
z −RxRy −RxRz

−RxRy R2
x +R

2
z −RyRz

−RxRz −RyRz R2
x +R

2
y

 (3.6)

whereR = CI− cs , the di�erence of the sphere’s center to the IST’s center
of mass.
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3.3.2 Traversal

After we have found the boundary spheres, in order to find and process
all the inside spheres, I developed a two pass algorithm. First, for each
the boundary spheres we perform a graph traversal on the sphere graph
in order to mark all the inside spheres and collect reference boundary
spheres which will be used in the second pass. To perform the actual
traversal we will be using a recursive depth-first search. We stop the
search if we find either a boundary sphere or a sphere that we already
marked as inside (see Algorithm 3.5). We traverse only those edges that
are pointing away from the collision normal of the respective boundary
sphere. This ensures that we traverse only inside the part of the virtual
tool that is inside the point cloud. The traversal can be easily parallelized
by traversing all boundary spheres in parallel (see Algorithm 3.6).
Moreover, I tried further optimizing my implementation using CUDA’s

dynamic parallelism for the first iteration. This helps in cases where the
penetration depth is deep, otherwise the overhead of having additional
kernel launches negates the benefits.

Algorithm 3.5: traverseGraph(sb Boundary sphere, s Sphere)

1: if s is not marked and s is not a boundary sphere then
2: mark s as inside sphere
3: store reference of sb in s
4: forall edges (s , si ) do
5: traverseGraph(sb , si )

Algorithm 3.6: kernel_graphPass1(I Inner sphere tree)

1: forall Boundary sphere s ∈ I do in parallel
2: forall edges (s , si ) do
3: c ← center of s
4: ps ← averaged collision point of s
5: ®ns ← averaged collision normal of s
6: if c behind the plane defined by ps and ®ns then
7: traverseGraph(sb , si )

In a second pass, we iterate over all spheres and calculate the penetra-
tion volume and haptic feedback according to the connections found by
the traversal in the first pass (see Algorithm 3.7 for details on the second
pass).
Besides the fact that this approach honors the physical connectivity of

the volume, it also performances better in cases of shallow penetration
depth (see Figure 3.9).
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Algorithm 3.7: kernel_graphPass2(I Inner sphere tree)

1: Ftotal ← (0, 0, 0)T
2: τtotal ← (0, 0, 0)T
3: CI ← center of mass of I
4: forall Leaf sphere s ∈ Iwith reference to sb do in parallel
5: p Point
6: if s is a boundary sphere then
7: p ← averaged collision point of s
8: ®ns ← averaged collision normal of s
9: V ← intersectedVolume(s , p, ®ns )

10: F ← ®nsV
11: else
12: if s has any reference to boundary sphere sb then
13: V ← 4/3πr 3 // Full sphere volume†

14: p ← center of s

15: τ ← F × (p −CI )
16: Ftotal ←* Ftotal + F
17: τtotal ←* τtotal + τ

*Atomic add, since this is a concurrency hazard because Ftotal and τtotal are global
variables.
†Another possibility would be to select the best fitting boundary sphere in pass one and
calculate the penetration volume per inside sphere based on the best boundary sphere’s
collision information here.
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Figure 3.9: Shallow penetration test scenario. The virtual tool is scraped
against a real recorded point cloud. The leaf-graph shows greater
variance (related to penetration depth), but better average compu-
tation times compared to both brute force approaches.
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Even in non-shallow cases where the penetration depth is up to 25 %
and the IST has a small accuracy of around 0.5 k spheres, I usually get
better performance than with the simplified brute force approach (see Fig-
ure 3.10a), whereas the weighted averaged brute force is even slower until
about 32 % penetration depth. This behaviour is amplified with increasing
inner sphere tree accuracies of 5 k or 10 k (see Figures 3.10b and 3.10c),
leading to the leaf-graph algorithm performing best of all until about
40 %.

3.3.2.1 Challenges

There are however several issues with the graph approach. For one, it is
less suited for the GPU’s SIMD architecture, since the traversal introduces
a lot of thread divergence. Additionally, the traversal can only start from
a boundary sphere, so the thread count is also bound by the amount
of colliding spheres. Both of these facts contribute to this approach’s
worse performance in certain scenarios (for example general very deep
penetration).
Another example would be a collision in very few or even just one

sphere, this results in very few threads having to traverse the whole graph.
I even experienced crashes because the memory that was reserved for the
stack ran out on the GPU. This comes from the fact that recursion for
the massively-parallel architecture is not ideal, unless the function argu-
ments that need to be stored on the stack are very few or the recursion
depth can be estimated before-hand. In our case, the recursive function
takes only a single address as an argument, however the recursion depth,
in the worst case can be as many as the IST has leaves. I only experi-
enced crashes when working with ISTs that are filled with about 10 k or
more spheres, and those can be fixed by increasing the memory that is
reserved for the stack in the initialization of the CUDA context. However,
this shows that in general, the approach is not as suited for a GPU imple-
mentation as the brute force approaches. I want to explore more options
in the future regarding alternative traversal algorithms, that better take
advantage of the GPU’s architecture. For example stack-less tree traversal
is a method used for GPU-based implementations of ray tracing, which
might be applicable to this problem as well.

3.4 surface estimation

As the Kinect does not provide any surface information, we have to de-
termine normals for the points generated by the depth sensor. I use the
simple observation, that we have knowledge about the viewing direction
of the sensor and about the neighborhood of points in the depth image,
as it is an ordered point cloud.
Basically, I use a method that relies on fitting a plane through neighbor-

ing points using principal component analysis. More precisely, to com-
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(a) IST resolution of 536 spheres: As long as less than 25 % of the object is
penetrated, the graph approach consistently takes less time to calculate the
penetration volume than the simplified brute force.
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(b) IST resolution of 5505 spheres: The leaf-graph algorithm is the most e�cient
at selecting the inside spheres until the object is about 40 % of the object is
penetarted.
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(c) IST resolution of 10062 spheres: The leaf-graph algorithm is the most ef-
ficient at selecting the inside spheres until the object is about 40 % of the
object is penetarted.

Figure 3.10: Deep penetration test scenario. The virtual tool completely pen-
etrates a synthetic point cloud in a linear motion path. The
leaf-graph method shows a direct correlation between penetration
depth and computation times. With increasing IST resolutions the
graph algorithm behaves increasingly well in non-shallow penetra-
tion depths.
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pute the normal np for point p, we consider its neighborhood of points
Qp by defining the matrix:

Mp =
∑
q ∈Qp

(
q − cQp

) (
q − cQp

)T
(3.7)

where cQp =

∑
q ′∈Qp q

′

|Qp |
, this is simply the mean of the neighborhood.

Then, we compute the eigenvector np ofMp that corresponds to the small-
est eigenvalue of Mp . Actually, the plane can have two di�erent normals,
so we take the one that points towards the origin because a camera can
only see surfaces that point towards it.

np :=

{
−np , if np · p > 0

np , if np · p ≤ 0
(3.8)

This algorithm can be easily parallelized by simply starting a thread for
each point.

3.4.1 PCA Modi�cations

To improve our estimated surfaces, I looked at the state-of-the-art meth-
ods that are available to achieve better results. I implemented several
modifications of the PCA method which were presented in [23].

3.4.1.1 Anchoring

This includes anchoring of the plane origin at the reference point instead
of the neighborhood mean. This means our covariance matrix is simpli-
fied to

M A
p =

∑
q ∈Qp
(q − p)(q − p)T (3.9)

The only benefit of this modification is the reduced computational cost to
calculate neighborhood means. However, this does also introduce quite
some visibly erroneous surface normals in all cases (see Figure 3.11).
As this introduces significant errors, I do not enable this modification by
default. However, it can still be useful to have a flag for this because of the
performance boost, if the more expensive algorithm is not fast enough.
Especially when working with streaming point clouds, performance can
be an issue. Our implementation is fast enough without this, which is
why I do not enable this modification by default.

3.4.1.2 Weighting

Since we are working with ordered point clouds, two points can be ex-
tremely far away, while still being considered neighbors by their 2D grid
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(a) The complete scene
that was recorded, a
mannequin standing
on a table.

(b) No anchoring, plane is expected to pass through
the neighborhood mean. Few visible errors.

(c) Anchoring enabled, plane is expected to pass
through reference point. The lighting shows mul-
tiple visibly erroneous surface normals on the man-
nequin’s chest.

Figure 3.11: Visual comparison of surface normals by using them for lighting a
white textured mesh that was constructed from the ordered point
cloud.

location. My initial solution to this problem was having a simple thresh-
old for how far neighbors can be away from each other for them to in-
fluence the plane fitting of each other. The problem with this approach
however is that a point that is just barely inside the threshold will be
weighted exactly the same as a point that is right next to the reference
point, which intuitively seems to be an unfair fitting method. This modifi-
cation solves this problem by using exponential weighting of neighboring
points by their euclidean distance to the reference point. The covariance
matrix would be modified to

MW
p =

∑
q ∈Qp

e
− | |p−q | |

2
2

2σ2w

(
q − cQp

) (
q − cQp

)T
(3.10)

with σw being a weighting constant that determines how slowly the dis-
tance a�ects the overall weight.

3.4.1.3 Normalization

A possible problem that was mentioned by [23] is that the di�erence vec-
tors that are used for the covariance matrix will be shorter for neighbors
that are closer than of those that are farther away. The corresponding
covariance matrix is given by

M N
p =

∑
q ∈Qp

(
q − cQp

) (
q − cQp

)
| |q − cQp | |22

T

(3.11)
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I did not find much di�erence with or without this modification, which
might be related to the fact that we are operating on ordered point clouds
where distances not as random as in unordered ones. Since there seems
to be little to no benefit to this, I do not enable it by default to do without
the additional overhead, however small it may be here.
Any combination of the above modifications is possbile and is straight

forward enough to implement.

3.4.2 Depth Noise Reduction

The depth data received from the Kinect camera can be very noise de-
pending on the usecase (factors like lighting, scenery and materials of
objects play a role). I implemented a simple bilateral filter for the depth
map that is closely related to [52].
I weight each point by two gaussian functions applied to each of its

neighbouring points (in the ordered depth map, before transforming to
cartesian world coordinates). Let p be a point in cartesian world coordi-
nates with i (p) being its Kinect image space coordinates and i (p)x and
i (p)y are its 2D components, i (p)d is its raw depth value. Let Qp be the
neighborhood of p including itself inside the depth map, then we adjust
p by

p =

∑
q ∈Qp i (q )ze

− 1
2 (
d (p,q )
σd
)2
e−

1
2 (

δ(p,q )
σs
)2

|Qp |
(3.12)

where

d (p, q ) =
√
(i (p)x − i (q )x )2 + (i (p)y − i (q )y )2

δ(p, q ) = | |(i (p)d − i (q )d )| |2

As closeness function I chose the gaussian weighted distance between the
neighbouring points in image space. I chose image space over cartesian
world space because camera transformation weights points by their depth
value, which led to unevenly skewed smoothing results. The similarity
function is simply the di�erence in depth values with a gaussian weight
as well.

3.5 recognizing edges in ordered point clouds

In depth images I often encounter the problem that there usually are
parts of the image with huge gaps in-between points. Ideally, one would
of course want to have a tight weave of points with next to no gaps in-
between neighboring points that. This would provide a reliable descrip-
tion of the environment’s surface.
Fortunately, these gaps are not random usually. Instead, they stem

from the simple fact that the depth camera can only see the front of any
object, so the back and sides of any object will have no surface descrip-
tion. See Figure 3.12 for an example scene with the corresponding bird’s
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eye view to show the depth changes. When processing a new depth map
to convert to a point cloud and it’s surface normals, afterwards I addi-
tionally run a discrete Laplace operator over the depth map to generate
the change in depth per point given as

lpz =

∑
q ∈Qp wq |i (p)d − i (q )d |

|Qp |
(3.13)

withwq being the weight of q based on its relative position in image space
from the reference point p . As I did not have a special use-case in mind
and I don’t need our value to be normalized to stay in the range of the
depth values I chose the following unbiased & simple kernel:

D2
xy =


1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

 (3.14)

This of course means we weight every di�erence equally, so we can omit
wq in equations 3.13, 3.15 and 3.16 in the implementation. We did still
include it here for the sake of completeness.

(a) Camera perspective render of the
scene. Note the pillar in the fore-
ground occluding a lot of the room.

(b) Orthographic bird’s eye view of the
same pillar scene. Depth value
are rendered along the y -axis, x re-
mains x , the original y -values are
not visible for clarity. Note the
huge gaps between the pillar and
the background.

Figure 3.12: Pillar scene recorded with a Microsoft Kinect comparing the cam-
era perspective render with a orthographic bird’s eye view render
to showcase the gaps in the point cloud. This problem occurs in
most point clouds which are recorded from one perspective.

However, we don’t simply store the found Laplace value lpz , we also
want to later know in what 3D direction the depth change occurred. To
achieve that, we additionally find lpx and lpy as

lpx =

∑
q ∈Qp wq |i (p)d − i (q )d |

(
i (p)x − i (q )x

)
|Qp |

(3.15)
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lpy =

∑
q ∈Qp wq |i (p)d − i (q )d |

(
i (p)y − i (q )y

)
|Qp |

(3.16)

With this we get a 2D vector that points in the direction with the most
depth change, and it’s magnitude shows the Laplace value.

Figure 3.13: Cutout of the pillar scene from figure 3.12b. This is a visualiza-
tion of an intermediate step, where each point of the point cloud
has a depth-change vector associated to it. The green-purple col-
ored lines visualize those vectors. Green is the start, purple the
end of the line. The vector direction is the direction in which the
depth change was recognized, its magnitude indicates the value
of depth change that occurred. The left end of the pillar shows
great depth change in the left direction, which indicates an edge.
Analogously, the right side shows great depth change in the right
direction, indicating another edge.

In Figure 3.13, we included a screenshot of a debug view of the scene
described in Figure 3.12a with the same rendering settings described
in 3.12b. The Laplace results are displayed in the form of vectors that
start at the point they are associated with. By this, we implicitly define a
plane for Laplace value, since we have a point origin p and we use the pre-
viously defined vector components to define the normal lp = (lpx , lpy , 0)T .
When all of this data is computed we can use it to fit an edge through

all the Laplace planes that were accumulated by averaging the Laplace
planes to all points Cp and their associated Laplace vectors Cl that col-
lided with the virtual tool this frame by simply averaging them. The
detected edge’s plane with origin pl and normal nl is then given by

pl =

∑
p∈Cp p

|Cp |
nl =

∑
lp ∈Cl lp

|Cl |
(3.17)

This additional plane can then be used to check against when travers-
ing the leaf-graph. In Figure 3.14a we illustrated an example case where
there would be no sensible solution found. Instead, what we illustrated
in Figure 3.14b would happen, there would be no sphere considered the
outside volume.
The corrected behaviour is shown in Figure 3.14c. This is of course a

simplification to illustrate the basic principle in which the edge detection
works.
To implement this we simply introduce an additional test when in the

recursive traversal. We check if for a sphere S with center cS and radius
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(a) The test case setup sketch as seen from the bird’s eye perspective. The red
spheres represent the virtual tool IST, black dots with arrows are point cloud
points and their surface normal. There is a larger gap between the 5th and
6th point.

(b) The evaluation of the penetrated IST volume with no edge detection. Shad-
ing indicates collided or inside volume. The small edges between spheres
indicate a possible edge of the graph traversal. The gap in points on the
right side causes the traversal to tunnel to the wrong side of the IST, causing
almost all of the volume to be considered collided or inside.

(c) The large di�erence in depth between the 5th and 6th point are recognized
and plane is fitted through the 5th point, indicated by the blue line. The
traversal algorithm will stop at spheres that are in front of the plane. This
fixes the tunneling problem, since the gap is no longer a valid path for the
leaf-graph traversal.

Figure 3.14: Example case to illustrate the tunneling problem when using the
naive leaf-graph traversal algorithm.
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rS whether nl · cS − pl · n̂l < 0 holds. This means the center of the sphere
is located behind the plane, in which case traversal can be continued. In
the other case we simply stop traversal there. Another possibility would
be to check for nl · cS − pl · n̂l + rS < 0, which would instead also rule
out spheres which are just intersecting the plane, but are not necessarily
completely behind it.
Whichever solution one chooses, this does introduce discontinuity, since

from one frame to the next whole spheres could suddenly be considered
inside then outside or the other way around. A solution to this problem is
to calculate the volume that was intersected by the edge plane. However,
for spheres that actually collided with points are already intersected and
cut o� by their respective collision plane. To calculate the volume that re-
sults from a sphere that is being intersected by two arbitrary planes would
probably greatly increase the computational complexity of the overall al-
gorithm, which is why we did not look into this issue anymore.

3.6 discontinuity in point cloud stream

A big challenge we found, was the slow update rate of the range sensor,
which emphasizes the discretization of the input data. For the Microsoft
Kinect, we are given 30 FPS, so about 33ms between a frame. Of course a
lot can happen in this time, such as moving objects change their position
or orientation. This is a major problem when our goal is to achieve
continuous forces, this is simply impossible if the input data is already
discontinuous. This means it is essential to find a good solution to this
problem.
One approach we considered and implemented was having some form

of a moving average of the point cloud. We experimented with the simple
moving average of 8 frames, as well as with several exponential moving
averages with di�erent weighting of older data. This approach simply
reduces the change that happens between frames by a certain amount,
but it does not solve the core problem that data is only updated every
33th haptic frame, meaning the data is still discontinuous from the view
of the haptic rendering. Additionally, the more we reduce the change
between frames, the more we have to rely on historic data, which results
in a washed out moving picture. So with this approach, it is always a
trade-o� between having washed out data and having sudden changes in
the point cloud. Both states are of course not desirable.
An approach we came up with that we found to have better results is

a simple interpolation of the point cloud that is done every time before
we calculate new haptic feedback. It sounds like this would be a lot of
additional work, however since we have to transform every single point
in the point cloud anyway to apply the haptic device’s position and ori-
entation anyway, we might as well do a bit of extra work to do a linear
interpolation before we transform, the write access is needed in any case.
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(a) The setup was a synthetic point cloud wall moving towards the virtual tool,
which itself was moving towards the wall. Without interpolation, there are
noticeable steps every 33th frame, from the sudden point cloud update.
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(b) The setup was a real recorded point cloud of a wall that was moving (we
moved the camera) back and forth, the virtual tool was only moving slightly.
Results are similar to that of figure 3.15a, steps of point cloud updates are
signifcantly reduced.

Figure 3.15: Force experiment to compare force feedback with PCD interpola-
tion turned on and turned o�.
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The interpolation is done by always storing the last two point clouds
and estimating the delay until we will get a new frame. If the last frame
was received at time tL , we currently have time tC and the estimated
frame-delay is tD , then our interpolation factor is given by

t =
tC − tL
tD

(3.18)

We simply interpolate every point in world space from the previous frame
towards its new value by this factor. However, we don’t interpolate values
when either of the values are zero, or the distance exceeds a certain
threshold. This is done mainly because the Kinect often has missing
depth values which will be assigned to zero, even though it does not
match the real scenery (see Figure 3.16).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.16: Example case in which general interpolation would cause an error.
(a) and (b) are raw point clouds, in (b) is a red zero depth point
(happens very frequently). (c) is a possible interpolation between
(a) and (b). If we regard zero depth points we risk getting non-
linear interpolation of the resulting volume.

In Figure 3.15a and 3.15b we demonstrate the benefit of the interpola-
tion. The raw force plots show noticeable steps from the slowly updating
Kinect depth data. When we turn on interpolation of the point clouds in
both scenarios we get force plots that are noticeably smoother and most
of the sharp steps are completely gone. However, the plots also show that
the interpolated data is always behind the real point cloud by a maximum
of one frame time, since we do need to know the target we are interpo-
lation towards before we can start interpolation. As far as we could find,
this is the best solution to this problem, since we get updated data for
every time we calculate new forces, making the input data continuous.





4
IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 architecture

In this section I will give a brief overview of my current implementation
of my algorithm in general and the use case in particular. I have imple-
mented my approach in C++ and CUDA. I used OGRE3D as a scene-
graph for visualization, CHAI3D to operate a haptics device, namely a
Sensable Phantom and finally OpenNI to operate the Kinect. The Phan-
tom supports 6-DOF input but only 3-DOF output. However, the virtual
coupling shows a visually correct behaviour also for the torques, even if
they are not rendered to the haptic device.
Even if all my algorithms run completely on the GPU, I made heavy

use of multi-threading in my implementation. The main reason for this
are the di�erent frequencies of the haptic and graphics rendering, but
also of the slow Kinect camera. For instance, the Kinect captures a new
frame only every 33ms while the haptic rendering should maintain 1 kHz
refresh rate. Moreover, I decided to spent an extra collision detection
thread in addition to the haptic rendering thread: even if my collision de-
tection is very fast, in case of deep inter-penetrations it may happen that
it exceeds the 1ms computation interval. Hence, in such cases I interpo-
late the forces for the haptic rendering in an extra thread. I implemented
most of the inter-thread communication using double-bu�ers, in order to
avoid explicit synchronization (see Figure 4.1 for an overview).

Visuals

Haptics

Kinect

Collisions

Gpu
Virtual Tool
Transform

Point Cloud

Haptic Feedback Haptic Feedback

Transformation 1. Interpolate Point Cloud
2. Collision Detection
3. Volume Measurement

1. Upload Point Cloud
2. Surface Estimation
3. Edge Detection

Render 3D Scene

Figure 4.1: Thread communication model. Data transfers are visualized as
solid black edges and GPU accesses as dashed red edges.
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4.2 gpu concurrency

The previously mentioned tasks both benefit from the architecture of the
GPU and it’s advantages, which is why I implemented both in CUDA.
This additionally saves me the data transfer of the resulting surface nor-
mals, since the results can simply be written to global GPU memory,
which can be used by the other tasks in execution.
However, in principle I want to occupy the GPU as much as possible

with the execution of the haptic rendering algorithm, since this will make
feedback more responsive. The challenge is that I want to utilize the GPU
for the surface estimation while blocking the execution of the rendering
algorithm as little as possible.
CUDA has the ability to perform concurrent kernel execution with the

right hardware. However, it is not very reliable from my experience,
if the two kernels occupy too many of the same resources for example,
concurrency will simply not happen, or very infrequently. Of course,
in a production setting, one would simply install two GPUs and share
the results of surface estimation with the other GPU. I did not have this
option, so I decided to implement a workaround that will not solve but
reduce the impact that the concurrent kernels have on one another.
In practice, if surface estimation is running and a new haptic rendering

frame is lined up to be performed on the GPU, that execution thread will
simply wait until all previous kernels have finished in most cases. Since
my implementation of surface estimation takes on average about 3ms, I
want to avoid having haptic rendering frame be delayed by 3ms before
it even starts its work, resulting in about 4ms of potential frame time,
which exceeds the 1000Hz margin by far. It is arguable if this kind of
delay every 30th frame would be noticeable, but I still tried to improve
on it.
I split up the surface estimation in smaller chunks of work and launch

a kernel for each chunk. However, when I do this naively, there is no
synchronization between GPU and CPU by default, so I would instantly
fill up the stream with the equivalent of the complete task, it would just
be split up in multiple chunks. This is not desirable, since all kernel
launches for the individual chunks will be issued before a haptic frame
has enough time to utilize the GPU in-between.
Having explicit stream synchronization and sleeping the CPU thread

that will issue the next chunk’s kernel launch for a short time gives enough
time for other kernels to take priority, because they are issued before the
next chunk of surface normals.
I decided to implement a solution that would automatically maximize

the sleep times to make the surface estimation as slow as it can be to keep
up with the Kinect frequency. I want to of course avoid slowing down the
calculations so much that we do not render every available Kinect frame,
so I aim for a maximum frame time of 33ms.
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We calculate the total time available to be slept in-between chunks as

tT = max{min{tI − tλ , tI }, tM } (4.1)

where tI is the ideal time a frame would take, chosen as 33ms in the
case of the Kinect. tλ is the estimated time the actual work takes, so that
we can fill up the di�erence with sleep time. We continuously update
the estimate tλ in the form of a simple moving average, so that we have
a reliable and stable estimate. If the previous frame time is tF ′ we add
tF ′ − tT to the simple moving average, since this is the e�ective work that
was done last frame. tT is then evenly spread as sleep in-between kernel
launches for all chunks.
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(a) Kinect thread does not use chunking, so all work is performed as fast as pos-
sible. The frame time is fluctuating with high spikes (Mean=0.74, SD=0.37).
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(b) Kinect thread uses all of its time by splitting up its work in 16 equal chunks
and thereby giving priority to haptic rendering. Frame time spikes are no-
ticeably less pronounced (M=0.69, SD=0.28).

Figure 4.2: Comparison of di�erent scheduling approaches.

Figure 4.2 shows a comparison of the frame times that are produced by
the two di�erent approaches. On one side (see Figure 4.2a), the whole
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work of the Kinect frame is performed in a single piece, which gives
fast Kinect frame times of around 3ms. However, the spikes of the hap-
tic frame times are very high here, since in unfortunate scheduling the
haptic thread will be blocked for multiple milliseconds. The plot on in
Figure 4.2b side shows that the Kinect frame time is always around 30ms,
which is close to the maximum allowed frame time. The fluctuation of
Kinect frame times in the beginning comes from the fact that I use a
moving average estimate, which only becomes representative after the
first few starting frames. The spikes in the haptic frame time are notice-
ably smaller.
Figure 4.3 shows a debugging time-line of all kernel launches over

about one Kinect frame in with di�erent chunking settings. These time-
lines also show, the chunking significantly reduces the blocking of the
haptic rendering task.

30ms

(a) Normals are processed in one single pass. The whole Kinect frame is pro-
cessed in a fraction of the available 33ms while blocking the haptic render-
ing for the whole duration.

(b) Normals are processed in 8 evenly split chunks of input data. The problem
visible in (a) is already significantly better.

(c) Normals are processed in 128 evenly split chunks of input data. Haptic
rendering is not blocked for any significant amount of time because the
Kinect work is evenly spread across most of the available 33ms

Figure 4.3: Exemplary kernel threading overview. NVIDIA Visual Profiler view
of kernel launches over time on each stream. Top stream is hap-
tic rendering tasks, bottom stream are point cloud related tasks.
Note that kernel activity when it is being recorded shows unusual
behaviour because of the additional debugging overhead, which is
why actual results are better than can be shown here.
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4.3 visualization

To visualize the results of the algorithm I implemented drawing of dy-
namic spheres that are colored according to their state. Exemplary scenes
can be seen in Figure 4.4.

4.3.1 Dynamic Drawing of Spherical Caps

While I was developing the debugging capabilities of my software I wanted
to draw dynamic spherical caps. I was surprised to find that there seem
to be very little resources on solving this problem, so I will present the
way I solved this problem.
What we want to visualize here is a portion of a sphere that cut o� by

an intersecting plane (a collision plane). For that we need to calculate
triangles to represent the surface of the spherical cap appropriately.
The first step is to calculate the intersection circle, given the intersect-

ing sphere’s center S , its radius r and the collision plane’s origin O and
it’s normal ®n. If | ®n · S − ®n ·O | > r holds we have an intersection with the
following center and radius:

C = S − ®n( ®n · S − ®n ·O ) (4.2)

r ′ =
√
r 2 − (®n · S − ®n ·O )2 (4.3)

Of course, the normal is equal to the plane’s normal ®n.

In Figure 4.5, I show an exemplary case for a sphere at S = (3, 1, 2)
with radius r = 3 and a collision at point O = (1.14, 1.1, 1.8) with normal
n = (−0.52, 0.77,−0.36). The corresponding triangle mesh that we get
with large interpolation steps can be seen in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.
I wanted to have the typical UV-sphere mesh-typology to have evenly

spread vertices which result in a smooth surface. Interpolation needs to
happen in spherical coordinates, for which we need to have an orthonor-
mal basis that has one axis along the normal of the plane and both other
axes reside in the collision plane. We choose ®e1 = n̂, ®e2 = ®e1 × v̂ , where ®v
is any linearly independent vector from ®e1, and finally ®e3 = ®e1 × ®e2.
With this new basis we can interpolate towards surface points that are

at the two poles that are created by the intersection circle in spherical co-
ordinates. For the interpolation step for the segments we have to choose
an appropriate ∆θ , and for the rings we choose a radian angle step size
∆φ.
The Algorithm 4.1 shows the process. We first iterate over the seg-

ments, where the intersection circle is the first ring that we connect (this
will represent the cut surface). We then follow the current segment line
and interpolate the θ angle towards the north pole to get to the next ring
of the sphere mesh. We span triangles across the current segment’s ring
to the next segment’s ring until we reach the pole N at θ = π. I illustrated
the view of one iteration in Figure 4.8.
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(a) The bunny is penetrating a synthetically generated point cloud.

(b) This point cloud was generated from a real recording of a mannequin.

(c) Wireframe renderings of a close-up view of the debugging spherical caps
generated to visualize the penetrated volume with complete detail.

Figure 4.4: The penetration volume of the stanford bunny: Blue spheres rep-
resent completely penetrated volume, purple ones are boundary
volume, meaning those spheres have collisions. Red spheres are
completely on the outside of the environment.
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S r

C

O

®n

Figure 4.5: Example sphere and plane and the resulting intersection circle.

Figure 4.6: The resulting spherical cap triangle mesh in front of the plane ren-
dered in wireframes.

Figure 4.7: The resulting spherical cap triangle mesh behind the plane ren-
dered in wireframes.
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Normal calculation is not included here, since it is simply the nor-
malized di�erence of the point itself and the sphere center. Except the
vertices of the cut surface, which is flat with all normals being the inverse
of the intersection circle’s normal.

Algorithm 4.1: intersectionMesh (sphere s , point O , normal ®n)

1: Triangle list T
2: for φ ∈ {0,∆φ, . . . , 2π − ∆φ} do
3: P ← C + cos(φ)r ®e2 + sin(φ)r ®e3
4: P ′← C + cos(φ + ∆φ)r ®e2 + sin(φ + ∆φ)r ®e3
5: T append←−−−−−−− (C ,P ,P ′)
6: θP ← arccos (P−S )·®e1r
7: φP ← arctan2((P − S ) · ®e3, (P − S ) · ®e2)
8: φP ′ ← arctan2((P ′ − S ) · ®e3, (P ′ − S ) · ®e2)
9: Q ← P

10: Q ′← P ′

11: for t ∈ {∆θ , 2∆θ , . . . , 1}* do
12: θ ← (1 − t )θP + tπ
13: v ← S + ®e2r sin(θ) cos(φP ) + ®e3r sin(θ) sin(φP ) + ®e1r cos(θ)
14: v ′← S + ®e2r sin(θ) cos(φP ′) + ®e3r sin(θ) sin(φP ′) + ®e1r cos(θ)
15: T append←−−−−−−− (v ,v ′,Q )
16: T append←−−−−−−− (v ′,Q ′,Q )
17: Q ← v
18: Q ′← v ′

19: return T

*In case 1 is not a multiple of ∆θ , simply do as many iterations as fit with t < 1, then do
a final iteration with t = 1. This will however make the last triangle ring smaller than
the rest.
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θP
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Figure 4.8: Second iteration of the inner loop described in Algorithm 4.1.
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RESULTS

I tested my implementation on a computer that is running 64bit Windows
7, has an Intel Core i7–4770K CPU clocked at 3.5GHz, 16GB of DDR3
memory and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780 graphics card with 4GB
of GDDR5 memory. To evaluate my implementation and in turn my ap-
proach, I implemented and ran several experiments. I used synthetic and
recorded sensor data in order to have reproducible experiments which I
also used to test my implementation while developing it. The recorded
sensor data for the haptic are generated while I performed real haptic
interaction. For the depth sensor data I recorded depth frames that were
generated from a Microsoft Kinect.
The computation times in general will be recorded in single-threaded

operation, if not stated otherwise. This is done to eliminate the compu-
tational concurrency on the GPU that I described in Section 4.2.

5.0.1 Realistic Conditions

Firstly, I prepared an experiment with a realistic setup, i.e. all parameters
are chosen close to what would happen in a real use-case. In Figure 5.1 I
included an overview of the performance of all my presented approaches
in this realistic setup. The setup is a pre-recorded haptic interaction with
a pre-recorded Kinect frame. I ran the experiment with di�erent IST
resolution that represented the virtual tool, ranging from 500 to nearly
17 k.
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Figure 5.1: Realistic performance comparison. I compare my three approaches
in a setup with data recorded from real environments and interac-
tion with on average 10 % interpenetration. In all cases, the leaf-
graph performs better than both brute force approaches.
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I found that in this realistic setup, the graph approach shows the best
performance. Moreover, the leaf-graph algorithm manages to stay fast
enough for real-time haptic interactions (1 kHz) until a sphere packing
size of around 5 k spheres. The brute force approaches are slower for all
tested IST resolutions. However, they still manage to process an IST of
smaller resolutions in the target 1ms. The weighted average brute force
approach can calculate penetration depth of an IST with up to 1 k spheres
in under 1ms. The simplified brute force even manages to process an IST
with more than 2 k in under 1ms.
In Section 3.3.2 I already showed that the graph approach might not

always be the fastest option and that its performance is directly depen-
dent on the penetration depth of the IST. This stems from the fact that
I have to traverse more of the graph the deeper the boundary spheres
are located inside the object. In Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 I compare the
time the volume computation takes for di�erent haptic interactions that
have significantly di�erent average penetration depths.
As expected, for haptic interactions with an average penetration depth

of 15 % and lower, the leaf-graph performs the best. If we look at the
performance for haptic interaction with 16 % interpenetration (see Fig-
ure 5.2c), the simplified brute force approach actually calculates the pen-
etration volume of an IST with 700 spheres or less faster. This behaviour
gets more emphasized the larger the average penetration depth of the
haptic interaction is. In those cases the performance di�erence is di-
rectly linked to the resolution of the IST. From these experiments, we
can conclude that in general, the leaf-graph approach performs better if
the resolution of the inner sphere tree is large. Additionally, as I already
suggested, the performance of the leaf-graph is better for shallow pene-
trating interactions. To make this clearer, I included a plot in Figure 5.4.
These are the data of two individual interaction benchmarks with the
penetration depths and computation time of the graph traversal plotted
over the simulation time. The direct correlation between the penetration
depth and the volume computation times is clearly shown here.
To further validate my observations I broke-down some of the previ-

ously mentioned experiments and recorded the time of each individual
sub-task. The results are shown in Figure 5.5. The most time inten-
sive sub-tasks are the collision detection and the volume computation via
graph traversal. The computation complexity of the collision detection
shows very little dependence on the actual use-case, neither penetration
depth nor IST resolution have a great impact. On the contrary, the graph
traversal takes increasingly longer to come up with a result when the IST
resolution is increased. Subsequently, the leaf-graph traversal shows the
most potential to further optimize the overall implementation by. The
penetration depth, as previously mentioned, is another parameter that
makes the traversal perform worse. This might not be easy to overcome,
since by design there is less work to be done when less of the graph needs
to be traversed.
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(a) The graph approach computes its results faster in shallow penetrations.
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(b) The graph approach computes its results faster in inter-penetrations of 10%.
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(c) The graph approach computes its results faster in medium penetrations of
10–16%. This is true in almost all IST resolutions, only if they are less than
1 k is the simplified brute force approach.

Figure 5.2: Realistic computation time comparison in shallow-medium pene-
trations. I compare the three algorithms in a realistic setup with
a recorded PCD with recorded haptic interactions The haptic in-
teractions have the respectively noted averaged penetration depths
in the range of 7–16% of the virtual tool’s volume. Brute force ap-
proaches show virtually no di�erent computation times, no matter
the penetration depth. Leaf-graph traversal shows heavily di�ering
computation complexity depending on the penetration depth.
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(a) For IST resolutions of 4 k to 12 k, the graph traversal is as fast as the sim-
plified brute force approach or even faster. For sphere packings upwards of
12 k, I again get significantly faster results.
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(b) For extreme penetration depth of 40%, the graph approach more quickly
calculates the penetration depth if the IST has a resolution of about 13 k or
more.
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(c) Comparable behaviour as for 40%, explained in Figure 5.3b

Figure 5.3: Computation time comparison in deep penetrations. I compare
the three algorithms in a setup with a recorded PCD with recorded
haptic interactions. The interactions have the respectively noted
averaged penetration depths in the range of 28–46% of the virtual
tool’s volume. Brute force behaves equally to all cases showed in
Figure 5.2. The graph traversal takes longer than the brute force
approaches in case of low IST resolutions and deep penetrations.
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(a) This is one of the runs presented in Figure 5.3a that resulted in an average
penetration depth of 28 %. The inner sphere tree was generated from a
sphere packing of about 5 k spheres.
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(b) This interaction was used to generate data for Figure 5.3b. It has very deep
penetrations. Overall, this resulted in 40 % average inter-penetration. The
inner sphere tree is made up of about 5 k spheres.

Figure 5.4: Computational times for specific interactions over their simulation
time. These are individual interactions that show their penetration
depth and the corresponding computation time the leaf-graph took
to calculate the penetration volume. The correlation between pen-
etration depth and computation complexity is very obvious.
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(c) Test scenario with average penetration depth of 28 %.

Figure 5.5: Performance break-down per subtask. Break-down of the perfor-
mance trends of the two main subtasks of the leaf-graph approach
based haptic rendering. The collision detection slope is very flat
with increasing IST sizes and penetration depths compared to the
graph traversal.
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Overall, the best choice of my presented approaches based on perfor-
mance is largely decided by the average penetration depth. The antici-
pated depth of the inter-penetrations largely depends on the sti�ness of
the haptic simulation that you choose for your use-case. If you expect an
average penetration depth of more than 30%, the simplified brute force
will likely perform better on average. I found that a sti�ness that reaches
the maximum feedback at 1/8th of the total volume to be reasonable for
my use-case. This means I will have a maximum penetration depth of
12.5%, so the average will stay far below that, making the graph approach
the best option by far.
I find it noteworthy that the performance curve of the graph algorithm

shows more fluctuation than both other approaches. For example, Fig-
ure 5.3a and Figure 5.3c show the algorithm taking longer for the 8 k
IST than for the 10 k. This suggests that some sphere packings are more
suited to be used for the graph-based approach than others. However, I
did not look further into this matter, since it would go beyond the scope
of this work.
Another characteristic that I noticed in the shown plots is the increase

in computational time after 12 k for both brute force approaches. For
sphere packings of sizes up to 12 k, the trend of the plots is always very
identical, only after 12 k comes a noticeable increase in the plot’s slope.
I suspect that this is caused by the increasing demand for parallel work
reaching the limits of the hardware. It could be interesting to run the
same benchmarks on better hardware to see if the plot’s slope will rise
after a bigger IST resolution.

5.0.2 Unknown Conditions

The benchmarks in Section 5.0.1 are only a useful resource if you can
estimate the average penetration depth of your individual application. If
you can not make any guess on what kind of haptic interaction you are
anticipating, I included a synthetic benchmark. In Figure 5.6, you can
see the results of a synthetic benchmark.
I set it up so that there is an even distribution of possible penetration

depth from 0–100 %, so the average is 50 %. The haptic interactions was a
synthetically generated perfect linear movement towards a synthetically
generated perfect wall of points. I categorize this interaction as highly
unrealistic, since usually objects do not pass through each other in rigid
physics. And in general, haptic rendering is a physical simulation of the
real world. This is basically the worst case scenario for the leaf-graph,
because of the deep penetrations.
As such, it is not a surprise to see, that it only performs better with

very high resolution inner sphere trees. In any other case, the simplified
brute force is the best option in terms of performance, maintaining an
average of around 1ms up to a sphere packing size of around 2 k spheres.
This also means its performance should be suitable for real-time hap-
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Figure 5.6: Full penetration in a synthetic setup. I show the computation be-
haviour averaged over all possible penetration depths. If the range
of penetration depth can not be estimated beforehand, this data
can be used evaluate the on average best performing choice based
on the resolution of the virtual tool’s IST.

tic interaction, regardless of the exact use-case and its specific average
penetration depths.

5.1 quality

5.1.1 Realistic

I evaluate the quality of my volume measure in a realistic setting by tak-
ing the logged data of the benchmarks presented in Section 5.0.1. Each
benchmark produces a penetration volume with a direction, which can
then be scaled up with the desired sti�ness to cover the whole range of
the used haptic device. Subsequently, when I inspect the generated hap-
tic forces, I am also checking the penetration measure’s quality. In the
following experiments, I chose a haptic device that has a maximum lin-
ear force feedback of 10N, so a haptic feedback of 5N would correspond
to a 50 % penetration volume.
I will inspect the generated penetration volume’s progress over the sim-

ulation time looking for as little as possible undesirable discontinuities
in the measured volume.
In Figure 5.7, I show the results of the low penetrating benchmark.

Overall, the forces show a considerable amount of continuity. There is
however a small amount of discontinuity only in the direction of the x -
axis. All of my possible algorithm setups handle this situation well, but
in the weighted average brute force approach produces the smoothest
result by a small margin. For comparison, see the graph traversal forces
in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.7: Force plot for interaction with average penetration depth of 7 %.
Sphere packing has a size of 5 k spheres. Brute force with proximity-
based priority used for volume computation.
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Figure 5.8: Force plot for interaction with average penetration depth of 7 %.
Sphere packing has size of 5 k spheres. Leaf-graph used for volume
computation.
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In Figure 5.9, I ran a medium deep penetration benchmark. This time
I show the results that the faster leaf-graph produces, there is again a
noticeable increase in discontinuity in the produced forces.
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Figure 5.9: Force plot for interaction with average penetration depth of 10 %.
Sphere packing has size of 3 k spheres. Leaf-graph used for volume
computation.

In general, I notice this discrepancy in most of my experiments, it
is however more pronounced the deeper the penetration is. Even the
simplified brute force will produce forces with less discontinuities in some
of those cases. If you for example consider one of my deep penetration
experiments of 40 % average inter-penetration. The forces produced by
the graph algorithm are shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Force plot for interaction with deep penetration depth of 31 % on
average. Sphere packing has size of 1 k spheres. Leaf-graph used
for volume computation.

The have a great amount of discontinuity, especially compared to the
clear forces produced by the simplified brute force algorithm (see Fig-
ure 5.11).
Of course, the weighted average brute force produces an even more

desired result (see Figure 5.12). Considering the great speed-up of the
simplification of the brute force, this is however not a big di�erence.
In Figures 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15, I show various other benchmarks of

experiments I conducted. I used various inner sphere tree resolutions to
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Figure 5.11: Force plot for interaction with deep penetration depth of 31 % on
average. Sphere packing has size of 1 k spheres. Simplified brute
force with proximity-based priority used for volume computation.
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Figure 5.12: Force plot for interaction with deep penetration depth of 31 % on
average. Sphere packing has size of 1 k spheres. Weighted average
brute force with proximity-based priority used for volume compu-
tation.
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show that there is no major di�erence between low and high resolution
ISTs.
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Figure 5.13: Force plot for interaction with very deep penetration depth of 40 %
on average. Sphere packing has size of 8 k spheres. Weighted
average brute force with proximity-based priority used for volume
computation.
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Figure 5.14: Force plot for interaction with very deep penetration depth of 46 %
on average. Sphere packing has size of 12 k spheres. Weighted
average brute force with proximity-based priority used for volume
computation.

In fact, I want to further show how small the di�erence between the pro-
duced forces of very di�erently sized sphere packings is. In Figure 5.16,
I plotted the calculated penetration depth with an sphere packing of 1 k
spheres and the other one with 17 k spheres. All other variables for the
benchmarks are exactly the same. The plot shows that the volume that
is calculated from the low-resolution IST is slightly di�erent the volume
of the high-resolution IST. It is not always a subset of the higher reso-
lution result, which is what I suspected. This likely stems from the fact
that the distribution of the spheres is di�erent and as a consequence the
volume is di�erently distributed. However, the di�erence is so minuscule
that it is very questionable why one should consider the additional 16 k
spheres. As shown in Figure 5.3a, this would increase the computational
complexity by nearly two orders of magnitude.
Overall, the quality of my presented approaches behaves in relation to

their respective performance. The most expensive method, the weighted
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Figure 5.15: Force plot for interaction with extremely deep penetration depth
of 70 % on average. Sphere packing has size of 1.5 k spheres.
Weighted average brute force with proximity-based priority used
for volume computation.
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Figure 5.16: Force plot for interaction with deep penetration depth of 28 % on
average. Weighted average brute force with proximity-based prior-
ity used for volume computation.
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average brute force produces the smoothest forces. The simplification
of the brute force o�ers a significant performance boost, but the forces
have noticeably more steps, because collision data of just one boundary
sphere is taking into consideration. The graph-based approach o�ers a
great increase in performance under the right circumstances. Its quality
is similar in some cases and worse in cases where the penetration depth is
very high. In those cases, the penetration depth and the resulting forces
show considerable amounts of discontinuity. This can be explained by
the di�erent approach to process the inside spheres. The brute force
approaches will intersect the inside spheres with collision data of appro-
priate boundary spheres, where the graph algorithm simply counts them
as fully inside.

5.1.2 Synthetic

It is di�cult to know how the penetration depth is supposed to look when
using real sensor data, so it is hard to judge how well the penetration mea-
sure is performing, besides tracking the amount of discontinuity. To have
a more solid idea of how precise my penetration measure is, I conducted
a series of experiments with synthetic sensor data, giving me quantifiable
results of the quality. In these scenarios I simulated sensor data of famil-
iar and simple environments and interactions. The sphere packing that
represents the virtual tool is chosen as one of three simple objects here
(a cube, a tetrahedron and an octahedron), so that I am dealing with
familiar distributions of volume. The haptic interaction here is usually
just a linear translation along a straight path in order see the progress of
the recognized penetration volume against various environments that are
approximated by an artificial point cloud. I constructed the point cloud
environment from the same resolution of Microsoft’s Kinect (about 307 k
points) in order to have a realistic density of points.

5.1.2.1 Wall

The first synthetic environment is a simple wall that is perpendicular to
the z -axis (see Figure 5.17). The virtual tool is a cube that is approx-
imated by about 1 k spheres (see Figure 5.17a). It is traveling along a
linear path along the z -axis, perpendicular to the wall. The resulting
penetration depth over the progress of the simulation can be seen in Fig-
ure 5.18. The ideal line would be a straight line from (0, 0) to (100, 100).
The result is nearly that, the slight rounding o� of the edges comes from
the fact that the spheres can’t represent a perfectly sharp edge of the
volume distribution, which a sharp cube would have.
If I conduct a similar experiment, however I let an octahedron pass

through the wall instead of a cube (see Figure 5.17b), I get the result
shown in Figure 5.19. The curve looks very smooth going from 0% to
100% as well. The steeper incline in the middle is the result of the volume
distribution of the octahedron. It has a crosscut that is largest in the
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(a) The virtual tool is a cube filled with
about 1 k spheres.

(b) The virtual tool is a octahedron
filled with about 1 k spheres.

Figure 5.17: Synthetic wall setup. The point cloud is a perfect wall.
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Figure 5.18: Penetration depth for a cube entering a wall.
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Figure 5.19: Penetration depth for an octahedron entering a wall.
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middle and tapers o� towards the ends. This is perfectly represented in
the curve. My algorithm generates nearly perfect results for a simple wall.
A wall is a perfectly uniform object, which is why these tests are easy to
handle for my algorithm.

5.1.2.2 Spheres

I want to test my penetration measure in more irregular environments.
For that I generated more synthetic point cloud environments. In Fig-
ure 5.20, you can see the various synthetic setups that I used in the fol-
lowing. I generated point clouds in the form of spheres’ outsides and

(a) Outside of a large sphere with a ra-
dius of 480 pixel.

(b) Inside of a large sphere with a ra-
dius a 480 pixel.

(c) Outside of a medium-sized sphere
with a radius of 320 pixel.

(d) Inside of a medium-sized sphere
with a radius of 320 pixel.

(e) Outside of a small sphere with a ra-
dius of 160 pixel.

(f) Inside of a small sphere with a radius
of 160 pixel.

Figure 5.20: Synthetic point cloud spheres at various radii (given in Kinect
image space pixel units).

insides at various radii.
As one would suspect, we find out that more irregular point clouds

are a more di�cult circumstance to compute the penetration depth for
my algorithm. Firstly, we look at the case of a cube entering a large
sphere. As a sphere gets larger the surface that contacts the virtual tool
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is more resembled of a wall. Thus, it is not surprising that my algorithm
handles a large sphere (as seen in Figure 5.20b) quite well. In Figure 5.21
the resulting penetration depth for a cube with about 1 k spheres can be
seen leaving a large sphere from the inside. The result looks very similar
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Figure 5.21: Penetration depth of a cube leaving a large sphere.

to the perfect wall example, except for a very small amount of noise on
the x - and y -axes. Also, the penetration depth shows some irregularities
towards the end of the simulation, when the cube is leaving the point
cloud contact. Overall, this is still a very good result, the penetration
depth is correctly measured at almost all ranges of the simulation.
Now, if we reduce the size of the sphere further we create an even more

irregular surface. I conducted the same experiment for a medium-sized
sphere (as seen in Figure 5.20d). Figure 5.22 shows the results. However,
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Figure 5.22: Penetration depth of a cube leaving a medium-sized sphere.

we find that again, the result is very close to that of the perfect wall with
some added noise on the other axes and an irregular progression towards
the end.
The above experiments were against the inside of a sphere. When take

take the outside of a sphere as the point cloud environment, the results
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look very di�erent. For example, an equally sized sphere as previously,
approached from the outside can be seen in Figure 5.20c. The resulting
penetration depth over the course of the simulation are shown in Fig-
ure 5.23. The beginning of the plot is very similar to the one where the
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Figure 5.23: Penetration depth of a cube entering a medium-size sphere.

sphere was approached from the inside, however the later parts have more
exaggerated irregularities. There are significant amounts of penetration
depths that are attributed to be in the direction of the x - and y -axis, while
it should just be in the direction of the z -axis. In Figure 5.24, you can see
the result of smaller sphere (see Figure 5.20e) as the point cloud being
penetrated. The plot shows large amount of penetration volume being
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Figure 5.24: Penetration depth of a cube entering a medium-size sphere.

falsely ascribed to the x - and y -axis. In fact, all of the errors look exactly
like in the plot to the medium-sized sphere, just scaled up. Besides these
errors towards the end, the penetration depth is close to the ideal until
about 75 %, which is still a large range. To show that these errors are
not caused by the size of the sphere, just enhanced, I also conducted the
experiment again where I approached the sphere from the inside (see
Figure ??). There are no big errors visible, the results look very similar
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Figure 5.25: Penetration depth of a cube entering a medium-size sphere.

to those of the large sphere (as seen in Figure 5.21).

5.1.2.3 Ridges & Corners

My previous experiments indicate that my algorithm handles concave
environments better than convex ones. In the following part I will look
at the behaviour that the penetration measure shows when we penetrate
a ridge as the point cloud environment (see Figure 5.26). For the virtual
tool I used a tetrahedron. It has a similar volume distribution as the
octahedron, so the penetration volume curve will look similarly steeper
in the mid section and tapes o� towards the ends.
The first experiment is against a blunt corner (see Figure 5.26d). The

resulting penetration depth progression over the course of the simula-
tion are shown in Figure 5.27. Overall, the curve shows the anticipated
penetration volume along the z -axis, with a steeper incline in the mid-
dle. Above 80 % penetration depth there starts to be a significant amount
of volume being ascribed to the x -axis. The penetration measurements
would in application result in a force towards either of the x directions
when penetration the corner. Ideally, the resulting feedback would point
into just the z direction, the direction of the biggest opening of the corner.
However, that is the case for a large portion of the simulation path, in
the more realistic range of penetration depth.
In the next benchmark, I used a blunt ridge instead of a corner, so I

simply changed the same angled wall sections from concave to convex,
expecting a worse result. The resulting penetration depth can be seen in
Figure 5.28. As expected, the penetration measurement degrades earlier
than in the concave example. After about 60 % of penetration depth, the
measured volume would result in a considerable force in the x direction.
This result in this case is not a big fault, as in reality when pushing against
a ridge, the pushed object would be propelled towards either of the sides
of the ridge.
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(a) Blunt ridge with an opening angle of
135°.

(b) Sharp ridge with an opening angle
of 90°.

(c) Blunt corner with an opening angle
of 225°.

(d) Sharp corner with an opening angle
of 270°.

Figure 5.26: Di�erent corners and ridges with various angles as point cloud
environments.
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Figure 5.27: Penetration depth of tetrahedron penetrating a blunt corner with
an opening angle of 225°.
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Figure 5.28: Penetration depth of tetrahedron penetrating a blunt ridge with
an opening angle of 135°.
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Figure 5.29: Penetration depth of tetrahedron penetrating a sharp ridge with
an opening angle of 90°.

In Figure 5.29, I repeated the same experiment, just with a sharper
ridge. As the virtual tool enters the ridge, the penetration measure again
results in a large portion of the volume being ascribed to either of the
x sides. When generating forces from this penetration volume, the hap-
tic feedback would propel the virtual tool sooner towards either of the
sides of the ridges. Only until about 45 % of penetration depth would the
generated force keep a relatively stable force in the z -direction alone.





6
CONCLUS ION & FUTURE WORK

I presented a novel penetration measure that works for general 3D objects
in environments that are approximated by a range sensor. I conceived
three di�erent algorithms and describe how to implement them. All of
them are suited for GPU parallelized implementations.
I have developed an e�cient implementation of a working prototype,

which I used to test and evaluate my concept. I compare the di�erent
approaches under various circumstances to illustrate their respective ad-
vantages and disadvantages. All of the presented approaches can manage
to stay within haptic-ready frame times, however for di�erently accurate
approximations of the 3D CAD object. The brute force approaches have
the general draw back of not respecting the connectivity of the geometry
of the virtual tool in order to propagate collisions through the object’s vol-
ume. Instead, the brute force algorithms a�ect spheres globally, regard-
less of the underlying volume topology. In scenarios where the virtual
tool is concave, this might lead to spheres being influenced by boundary
spheres that have no valid connection to it. Both presented brute force
approaches are however straight forward to implement and exhibit very
stable behaviour both in terms of performance and feedback quality un-
der various circumstances. There is an opportunity to further explore
the priority of boundary spheres in regard to other spheres beyond the
simple metrics of distance or collision count, which were introduced here.
The performance of both brute force approaches is una�ected by pene-
tration depth, however the collision detection will be slower because it
has to traverse farther into the bounding volume hierarchy.
The performance of the graph-based approach is shown to be very fast

and significantly faster for haptic interactions that exhibit a low average
penetration depth. Especially for very large sphere packings, the graph-
based traversal shows better performance, managing to process the same
penetration situation an order of magnitude faster (for su�ciently shal-
low penetration and highly accurate sphere packings). The graph-based
approach manages to avoid having to process a large portion of the inner
spheres, since the algorithm uses preprocessed neighbourhood connec-
tivity to search for a�ected spheres locally. The graph algorithm shows a
noticeable amount of noise in the calculated force directions. This stems
from the fact the algorithm has concurrent threads potentially traversing
the same parts of the graph and marking spheres. This results in the
sphere associations being non-deterministic, so the surface direction the
inside volume will be contributed to is unstable. I demonstrated that this
does not a�ect the overall volume that was calculated however. I suspect
that there is an opportunity to explore how di�erent parameters of the
sphere packings a�ect the performance of the graph-based algorithm, as

65
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I noticed a pattern in the performance benchmarks that favored specific
sphere packings over others.
I successfully combined real-time surface estimation with my new pen-

etration measure on a shared GPU to realize 6-DOF haptic rendering of
streaming point clouds. The shared GPU caused the haptic rendering
tasks to occasionally be blocked by the surface estimation. I solved this
problem by partitioning a single Kinect frame in small chunks and pro-
cessing them slowly over the total amount of frame time that is available
to stay in real-time limits. This reduced the blockage of the haptic thread,
thus decreasing the average frame time as well as decreasing its variance,
leading to a more stable frame time.
My experiments show that my penetration measure can handle con-

cave point cloud environments well. Convex point clouds can lead to
irregular penetration volume on axis that should not be a�ected. This
problem does however only arise when the penetration depth is extremely
large or the virtual tool is nearly passing through the point cloud. As this
is a very unrealistic circumstance I find that my penetration measure is
well suited for many types of point cloud environments, as long as the
interactions stay within a realistic limit.
I think it is worth to further develop this method. Some ideas that I

have were already mentioned in this chapter or earlier, but I want to o�er
you more of my thoughts. Firstly, the implementation has still room to
be optimized. For example, some memory accesses that are not random
are not yet implemented to be coalesced accesses. The implementation
could also be enhanced in order to support a multi GPU setup, where one
GPU handles all the surface estimation and transfers the point cloud and
its normals to the other GPU afterwards, additionally the 3D rendering
would be done on that GPU. The other GPU would simply do the colli-
sion detection and penetration depth computations continuously, without
being interrupted for anything.
The core concept could also be improved. For example, holes in the

point cloud are an issue for the graph-based approach because it can
cause tunneling of the traversal to the wrong side of the surface, leaving
all spheres to be considered inside. The edge detection that I presented
only works for a single edge, this could be increased to more. Another
possibility would be to implement a more general solution that groups
similarly located points and normals with high depth change values to-
gether and fitting a plane per group. The mentioned problem with the
direction of the forces of the graph-based approach is another issue that
can be improved.
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